
Casinos have come a long way from their humble beginning. If in the past you had to visit a certain establishment
to play a game of poker with your friends, now you can just go online and play with them no matter where they
are. Live dealer games were also introduced and many online casino operators are getting round to implementing
VR to make the experience more enjoyable. Slot games have also received a redo. Today’s variations of slot games
are something Charles Fey couldn’t even dream of when he constructed Liberty Bell, the first online casino

mechanical slot machine. The machine had three spinning reels with a diamond, heart, spade and a cracked
Liberty Bell symbol on each reel. The grand payoff was 50 cents which is a microscopic amount compared to what
online casinos offer nowadays.

During the years, many popular slot games like Gonzo’s Quest, Mega Moolah and this game emerged. Many
factors make a slot game popular. Some would say that design plays a crucial role. Casino operators have made
several flashy and colorful games, and have even incorporated TV shows to make them more appealing. One of
the most popular online slots is Starburst simply because it doesn’t have a special design. It’s simple and easy to
play. This is precisely what made the game a brand of its own.

When people play online games they love to reap benefits and benefits are a rooted part of slot games. What are
the benefits of playing online slot games?

High Payouts

The first and most obvious benefit of playing online slot games are the payouts. This is also the reason why many
people start playing slot games online. Online casinos offer its players a 97% payout compared to the 86% payout
of land-based casinos.

Rewards and Bonuses

The rewards and bonuses go hand in hand with payouts because the more rewards you have the higher your
payout will be. All online casinos have unique promotions and bonuses that bring various rewards to players.
Some of them are available weekly, some daily and some monthly. Online operators also offer promo codes for
slot games and bingo. The rewards come into the shape of free spins, higher chances to double or triple your
deposits. Being a loyal customer is its own reward since most online casinos offer seductive VIP programs.

Unparalleled Level of Convenience and Comfort

There’s no place like home. Online casinos understand this phrase very clearly since they know that the comfort of
your home is irreplaceable. You can have a drink in hand, a snack by your side and can even smoke if you want to
while you’re playing your favourite slot game. Moreover, all your favourite games are available online all the time
and you can play them whenever you want. Online casinos have adapted to the new wave of technological trends
by making their games available on mobile phones as well.
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Endless Choice of Games

Some slot game enthusiasts might find the idea of mechanical slot machines romantic, but most of them will pick
the online slots for a good reason: there are plenty of games to choose from! Online slots are not limited to 3
reels. They have multiple numbers of pay lines and reels, various themes and categories.

Free Slot Games Available

One of the perks of the online casino industry is that it gives the possibility of a player to try out a slot game for
free. In this way, the player gets to learn the ropes and get some tips before playing more seriously.


